
The project used the following materials:
• Turtlebot 3 robot kit, and Arduino Shield board with Teensy processor
• Up Square Edge, Raspberry Pi, and Jetson Nano processor
• Rover Robotics Zero 2
• LiDAR Velodyne VLP-16 and IMU bno055

The project followed a set of steps to achieve its goal:
• Turtlebot3 documentation and instructions review 
• Configuration of Linux Ubuntu operating system and Raspberry Pi OS
• Assembling/Building hardware and integration of sensors
• Use of multiple sensors to achieve better accuracy
• Robot Operating System (ROS) for communication among robots and sensors
• Configure mapping visualization software like RVIS and Gazebo
• Use SSH protocol over wifi and ROS to access screen monitor 
• Improve the reduction of error and enable better navigation
• Implementation of software libraries and hardware components
• Acquire mapping results for a succinct analysis of sensors and components
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• Robots, rovers, and drones are becoming frequent and essential for certain 
applications (e.g. security, industry, defense, and space)
• Accuracy, efficiency, and autonomy are always key factors for success
• Numerous hardware/software features interact as variables that can interfere 
in robot behavior and can compromise results.

The goal of this project is to develop a more robust mapping and 
localization environment for mobile robots. The model is based of 
Turtlebot3 robot platform that includes odometer, IMU and Lidar 
sensors

• The robots displays individual data from three navigational sensors: IMU, odometer, 
and lidar. 
• Turtlebot robot produced a map, but clearly distorted (as seen in the upper image of 
Fig 6).
• Different configurations were tested, a lot of hardware was added in different parts of 
the project (Fig 1-3)
• A platform was placed on the Zero2 to allow the coupling of the Up2 processor, 
batteries and the sensors such as Lidar and IMU were attached to the robots.
• Figure 4 presents the graphical representation of IMU data, and Figure 5 is an 
example of lidar Velodyne pointcloud map.

• This work assembled, configured, installed software, and collected data using 3 
robots, several sensors, and diverse configurations.
• The project accomplished the first step towards accurate robot navigation. The next 
step in this research will be implementing GPS, Visual Odometry, cameras, and 
possibly other sensors that together can give the precision wanted.
• There are many applications for this project. If precise movement and navigation 
are achieved, the next step will be dealing with potential problems and non-ideal 
scenarios (e.g. people walking, vegetation, relief, fences, and transparent objects). 
• Future research suggestions based on this work include V2X communication.

• Figure 7 refers to Turtlebot's ROS topics. It is possible to achieve higher precision 
in navigation through redundancy and by the usage of enhanced hardware.
• Data from the multiple sensors used can be combined to reduce noise.
• In this project all sensors were correctly identified and configured to obtain data.
• Lidar results (Fig 6) produced noises due to transparency of glass.
• The environment can be a limitation to sensors especially if the goal is a multi 
purpose robot (e.g. tunnels and buildings can have a bad reception for gps).
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Fig 6. SEB 3rd floor map made  by Turtlebot3

Fig 7. Diagram (rqt graph) of active topics while Turtlebot3 is fully operational (i.e. while moving and mapping)

Fig 4. rviz graphical representation of 
IMU sensor

Fig 5. Lab images made by Velodyne VLP-16

Fig 1. Turtlebot3 (1st robot)


